The infinite harmonic series as hitherto understood, whether with alternating or con tinuous signs, is not the complete series. It may be extended in both directions to infinity, and then it exists in two forms, either with alternating or with continuous signs, both of which have finite sums.
2 n=d/4 anm nm cos^" log' cot W
(1) applies when d is odd, (2) when it is even, tn being 2 1. If d/2 is even, the upper of summation in (2) is (d -2)/4, not d/4.
In (1) log sec (nn/d)is 2 coth"1 cot2 (tto/ 2d). In (2) log cot (7rm/2d) is tanh"1 cos {nm/d)
The three infinite harmonic series
It has hitherto been somewhat absolutely laid down in all the algebras th a t the harmonic progression series cannot be summed. Thus to quote Chrystal (1886) : 'Notwithstanding the comparative simplicity of the law of its formation, the harmonic series does not belong to the category of series th a t can be summed.' True, the context-which ' leaves it as a good exercise in algebraic logic to the student to prove th at the sum of a harmonic series to n terms cannot be represented by any rational algebraic function of n' -suggests th a t no more than that it differed from the geometric and arithmetic progression series in th a t there could be no general solution for the sum of any finite number of terms. B ut in this, surely, it is the arithmetic and geometric progressions thau are somewhat exceptional, since few of the infinite series th at can be summed can be summed for any finite number of terms. Intuitively it would, perhaps, appear th a t this must be true of any such series th at sums, as the complete harmonic series are shown in this communication to sum, to a transcendental number. Nevertheless, as also is shown here, one of the complete infinite harmonic series is divisible into two parts which can be separately summed.
Again, it may be held that the algebras for some reason confine the term, harmonic series, to the one form with continuous sign, for which what has hitherto been regarded as the infinite series is of necessity divergent and has no limiting sum. But as the term, geometric progression series, is equally applied in all the algebras to series with alternating and with continuous signs, there seems to be no logical reason for this limitation. Even so, as regards the complete infinite series of con tinuous sign, the statement is not true. For, in the harmonic series, the paradox seems before to have escaped notice th at though, as previously understood, the series is divergent, th at series is not the complete series, but only one-half of it. When extended to infinity in both directions, whether the signs are continuous or alternating, the series are, like the singly-infinite harmonic series of alternating sign, of necessity convergent. There are thus three different infinite harmonic series with finite sums, all of which can be summed.
In this communication, general expressions are given for the sums of all threethe two doubly-infinite series being symbolized as and °SD for the series of alternating and of continuous sign, respectively, and the singly-infinite series of alternating sign as ASs , or, since this alone has a finite sum, simply Ss . These symbols are used both to identify the series as well as to denote their sums, as the context may require. The harmonic series is taken in this paper to be defined as a series of any number of terms which are the reciprocals of numbers in arithmetic progression, whether continuous or alternating in sign. In this symbolism, the 'first te rm ' a and the 'common difference' d of the cognate arithmetical progression are denoted, respectively, by a post-superscript and pre-subscript, thus-AS% c dS% and dS%. The name, harmonic, derives from acoustics, the successive terms both of the Leibniz series for zr/4, and th at of Newton for 7r/(2 *J2) to be cited-1, etc.-being numerically in the ratio of the wave-lengths of the fundamental tone and the suc cessive harmonics of the closed or 'stopped' organ pipe. Originally, Professor Turnbull recalls, they were also known as 'musical series'. In the case of the geo metric progression series, whether the signs are continuous or alternating depends on the sign of the common ratio, whereas for CSD the sign of the term depends on which side of the zero it is. But for ASD the alternation of sign is inherent in the nature of the series. As regards 8S, it may be regarded either as the positive half only of aSd , or as a composite of the positive half of one with the negative half of another, and very closely related, CSD, and the possibility of its general summation is, therefore, as has been indicated, a little surprising.
The series of N ewton and Leibniz
Professor Plummer, who had made translations of some of Newton's earlier mathematical writings, in readiness for the tercentenary of Newton's birth on 25 December 1942, has most generously made his unpublished MSS. available to me in preparing this paper. A cordial measure of general appreciation is due to him for having made possible an interesting historical discovery just in time for this ter centenary. Newton's best-known series for the evaluation of n-very much the best till then discovered, and given in all the text-books usually under the term, the sine series-occurs in the Epistola p r i o r , to Henry Olde Royal Society, 13 June 1676, for communication to G. W. Leibniz. But in the Epistola p o s t e r i o r , dated 24 October 1676, there is another series, also fairly well known as Newton's, though not always correctly reproduced, very intriguing in the present connexion as it appears to have been the first unequivocal example of a doubly-infinite harmonic series of alternating sign. But, in looking up this, another was found in the same letter, not before specially associated with the name of Newton, which turns out to be the first unequivocal example of the doubly-infinite series of continuous sign also. The first, as Newton wrote it, and as it has been written (when correctly written) for over 265 years, is 4l + i -T + ¥ + IT " r3 -etc-> for the length of the quadrantal arc of which the chord is unity '-th a t is, for 77/(2 ^2). When written as -^8% (since in general F. Soddy The second series, the prototype of ^8% which Professor Plummer pointed out is obtained from the first by addition to the Leibniz series for 7 r/ 4 and dividing by 2 , occurs as a device for shortening the computation of n by either of these series:
'For ii one wished by the simple calculation of the series 1 + 3 -y + £, etc., to find the length of the quadrant to twenty decimal places, it would need about 5 000 000 000 terms of the series for the calculation of which a thousand years would be required. Through the tangent of 45° the result would be obtained even later. But by using the sine of 45°, fifty-five or sixty places of this series Vi x ( 1 + i^+ iw + w ? > e^c-) would suffice; the computation of which in my opinion could be finished in three days or four....
'By the series of Leibniz (i.e. Gregory), if half the term in the last place be added and some other like devices be employed, the computation can be carried to many decimals. As by assuming the sum of the terms is to the whole series 
4'
The double paradox is th at iiSb appears when w ritten in nume sum of two different, but related, singly-infinite harmonic series-+ iiSg~a -whereas the continuous sign series, appears to have regularly alternating signs, but, except for the Leibniz series, not to be numerically harmonic. I t has to be represented, for example, as the difference of two "elated singly-infinite series of continuous signd^n -d^s~d^s~a -an(l an instance of how a series may result from the difference of two related divergent series. Thus Newton was the first to give unequivocal examples of both of the doubly-infinite harmonic series, the Gregory series, which preceded these by three years, being the special case where all three types of infinite harmonic series with finite sums are the same or similar.
The case where a and d are both u n ity -= loge 2-in doubly-infinite form, -!*$£> and 4 S% is also unique in th at the sum in each case is infinite by virtue of the single central term, 1 /0, the rest of the terms cancelling one another in two different ways, 1#$, = -lo g e2 + i + log62, = those on either side being numerically identical but of opposite sign. But these series are not in any proper sense of the word divergent. On the contrary, the sum is exactly the same, however many terms be taken, so long as they are symmetrical with reference to the M = 0, or zero, term.
The sums of the two doubly-infinite harmonic series
The general solutions for the sums of both types of doubly-infinite harmonic series are given by the eighteenth-century theorem of Euler, known sometimes as the expansion of the cotangent in partial fractions, though hitherto, naturally, this can hardly be expected to have been recognized, since the series themselves seem to have escaped recognition. But they were virtually given by Glaisher (1873), as series without number by which n can be evaluated, in the forms
the second being the Euler cotangent theorem, and the first being simply derivable from it by the relation cosec 0 = cot necting the two prototypes due to Newton. It suffices merely to replace n in these expressions by d/a to obtain the general solutions for the types.
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F. Soddy
Dividing these by a gives the solutions for the sum of the infinite harmonic series, as here defined:
These expressions show that these series (multiplied by a if a is not unity) are simple completely self-contained periodic circular functions, without any restriction w hat ever on the magnitude of the angles which they numerate, though, as for the other trigonometrical ratios, in their geometrical interpretation appropriate sign con ventions must be adopted for 'angles' greater than n for the first and for the second. The first, a x ^ S% is in fact, the trigonome by the Greeks. I t is the ratio of the length of the arc to th at of the chord in a circular sector or segment of included angle ( 2 a n / d) . The terms in sum of his series for which a/d is 1/4, 'the length of the quadran chord is unity ' were, prophetically, quite general, if ' quadrantal arc ' is generalized to the (a/d)th part of the circle. That for Gregory's series, for example, for which a/d is 1/2, doubled by extension to infinity backwards, sums to 7r/2, the arc/chord ratio of the semicircular arc. The second, a x is th plied by th at of the apothem to the radius, as the Greeks would have said, or cos (an/d). Thus for the Gregory series summing to tt/4, it is x 1/^/2, being 1/4.
The corresponding forms for the secant and tangent, using a' to denote d /2 ± a , are
Thus, subtracting from Newton's series for n/(2j2) th at of Leibniz for n/4, and dividing by 2, instead of adding the series, gives %S3 D, instead of which sums to n Zn n n n(^2 -\) 8 COtT = 8 t a n 8 = -^--------8 in conformity with cot(w/2-0) = tan 0 and with cosec 0 -cot 0 = tan 0/2. The re lation, derived from this last by combining with it the corresponding addition relation, cosec 6 + cot 6 -cot 6/ 2, cosec 0 = |(cot0/2 + tan0/2) = £{cot0/2 + cot(7r/2-0)} = |{cot 0/2 -cot 2 4-0)}, represents the splitting of into 2aE$z>+°>by taking alternate terms
The terms to the right of the dividing line constitute dS%, which is thus simply shown to consist of the positive terms of a cotangent series and the negative terms of the corresponding tangent series, both with d doubled.
Extending the series in both directions to infinity, by bringing in every positive and negative value of every natural number once, makes the sign of M and th a t of d/a on the left in expressions (3) and (4) )M numerator. In this to cosec 0 = cosec {nn + ( -l)w0} for (3) and to cot0 = cot (nn + d), where n is integer. When a\d is integral, the term for which -M has this value becomes 1/0, the sum becomes infinite by virtue of this single term, the rest of the terms cancelling as already stated, conforming to the infinite value both of cosecant and cotangent for angles which are integral multiples of t t . When a/d is 1/2, the terms for the positive and negative halves of the series are numerically identical, of the same sign for (3) so th at the series sums to n/2, in conformity with cosec being unity, and of opposite sign for (4) conforming to cot7r/2 being zero. But the feature th at justifies the harmonic series being considered, not 'merely' a special case of the power series, as those for the sine and tangent, for which the powers involved are those of unity, but as a class to themselves, is that, in sharp contrast to such series, their convergence remains quite unaffected by the magnitude, however great, of the angles they numerate.
F. Soddy
Glaisher's series for the powers of The first shows that the harmonic series which numerates the arc/chord ratio of the circle has the remarkable property th at the sum of the squares of the separate terms is equal to the square of their sum. This is reminiscent of the relationships governing the curvatures of four mutually kissing circles and of five mutually kissing spheres (1936) . The second shows that if ^ 8i s mul separate terms of the former series are cubed. Some similar results are given- (13) is from (10), (14) from (8), (15) from (7) and (16) 
(16) could be now more simply derived from 4 cosec . cot = cosec2(0/2) -sec2(0/2). (15) and (16) show th at alternating sign series can be obtained for an even power of n, the alternation resulting inherently for (15) I t is, to say the least, surprising th at these doubly-infinite forms, which in the calculus of infinitesimals are as common as the singly infinite, should apparently not have been made use of previously in the calculus of finite differences, though no special examination of this point has yet been made. There is, however, a t least one very interesting example (Hobson 1928 a) where relation (11) is given as an 71= + 00 J exercise-'Prove th at Y. ^ = cosec2 '-and which renders it the more n=-oo(n7T + d)2 curious th at the applicability of the form to the doubly-infinite harmonic series of Newton should, apparently, have escaped notice.
The sum of the singly-infinite harmonic series
The problem-to find a general solution for the sum of the singly-infinite harmonic series, Ss-can now be somewhat narrowed. Since Many ineffectual attem pts were made by simple methods to find Ss or dla, but two results were obtained from this enquiry which may first be mentioned as throwing some light on the problem. The first was th at the pair 3S g and it with 3/8^: Similarly for 3S% the remaining terms of %SX D sum to + 1 loge 2. Hence 3&s = 3^3 + hl oge 2 and = 3^3 -£ loge 2.
When the sums are known the result is 'obvious' from the general relation, when d is odd,
which, for d = 3, gives 3S% -3S% = §loge2. But for 5, of the four series to b summed, although every other combination by pairs can be obtained by similar simple devices, the ones wanted, dla, could not, as the more unknown than equations to solve them. For = 3, the solution is possible, because cosec 7t/3 = 2 cot t t /3.
The second attem pt is more involved and has led as yet to no useful result, but may be worth noting. If, for example, the two series composing dla have denominators differing by 2, as is the case for a = 1, then replacing them each separate term, l/(p +1 ) and l/( p -1) respectively, the correspon geometrical progression series, 1 -p + p 2-... and l + p + p 2+ ..., the arc/chord ratio and dla assume similar forms In this example, the former has the even and the latter the odd powers of m in the terms, but this may or may not be significant as in other cases, for example, in operating similarly on the 2d^s~1 -2 d®s+1 Pair > fhe con to establish that dla is a quantity similar in nature to the arc/chord ratio but its geometrical interpretation has not yet been achieved.
The series Ss can be summed by the use of complex numbers in a form satisfying the modern sense of the term, summation, th at is, the sum can be expressed by a number of terms having no relation to the number of terms in the series, except when the d/a ratio is itself transcendental, for which the one infinite series would be replaced by another. In other words d and a must be integers, when the number of terms in the solution is a function of d only. Also, so far as yet examined, it would appear th at ajd must not be greater than unity, th at is, the summation of any finite number of terms of Ss is still not possible, as Chrystal in 1886 enjoined his students to prove for themselves for the continuous sign series.
In the current text-books on infinite series and on trigonometry, among fairly numerous examples of what have been shown to be doubly-infinite harmonic series, summed by Euler's theorem, the sum was found for three of the simpler cases of Ss-the above pair with d -3, and 6S % -but hitherto it s regarded ' merely ' as a special case of more general forms and no general solution attempted or obtained. The clue was given by the last, the sum of which is given by Hobson (19286) as an exercise in the form: 'Prove th a t tan -1 a tan-1/? tan~1y _ t t 3 . 2 + ^/3 a + /? + y " 2 + T l0g 2 -^/3
where a, /?, y are the three cube-roots of unity.' This example well illustrates the dual character of the problem, which may be stated as follows: To find, first, a particular combination of the roots of unity which, expanded as the power terms of a series containing the terms of the required Ss , as the factors, sum to zero in all the terms of the series, except those in Ss , and to the latter assigns the real root, + 1 if the number is odd, or roots, + 1 and -1 if the number is even, with the correct sign. This part of the problem being arbitrary, the rules to be observed are likewise arbitrary. The second part is to transform the particular combination found effective into real quantities only, which, the problem being essentially geometrical, is always possible. In the above example, only odd numbers enter into the terms of the series, and Gregory's inverse tangent series satisfies the' conditions. Out Further, in both cases, the a of the series appears as a power of the root by which the term is divided, the general form of the single term of the combination being (o~an tan -1< i> n and o)~anloge (1 -f o)n) respectively. I t this (pre-Eureka!) formidable complication in generalizing the above example is accommodated.
The general solutions in the two cases can then be expressed in the first instance as In the second step, the reduction to real forms, the requisite formulae are 
In (17) for log sec ( n n / d ) ,2 coth-1 cot2 (?m/2d) and in (18) for log cot (7rm/2d), tanh-1 cos (7rm/d) may be substituted, so th a t for the simpler forms dla consists of a single term, the product of a circular function and inverse hyperbolic function. Further, in connexion with the geometric interpretation of dla, it may be remarked, th a t when, instead of dla, the single 8S is calculated, the p art (n/2d) cosec (an/d) appears as a series of sines of multiple angles, given by (19) and (20), which, but for the considerations with which this section began, might not have been recognized as cosecants.
an
(19) for d even reduces readily, by combination of terms equidistant from the ends, to the ordinary expression for a series of cosines of angles in arithmetic progression, but (20) for d odd is less tractable. Thus the singly-infinite harmonic series, itself part only of a doubly-infinite series summing to a transcendental number, can also be generally summed. That previously this appeared to the author to be very unlikely may have arisen in p art from the extension of the meaning of the term ' summation ' of recent years to series which sum to transcendental quantities. For, a century ago, possibly even when Chrystal wrote, neither series would have been considered really 'summed . The method employs the various imaginary roots of unity to modify series, of which (so far at least) there are only two known as effective, each of which starts from unity and itself sums to a known transcendental number. This does not in itself seem to imply any general possibility of partial summation of series summing to trans cendental numbers but rather th at the harmonic series may be exceptional in so far as two singly infinite forms exist by which the transcendental numbers and e are, or can be, expressed in terms of the natural numbers.
A table accompanies this paper giving the composition and numerical value of dla and the numerical values of dS% and dS%~a for all the necessary values up to d = 16, only those with a prime to and less than one-half d being independent series. The numerical values of dla and dS d~a have been calculated from and have the accuracy of Chambers Mathematical Tables, the values being given to seven places of decimals with the last uncertain. Up to this accuracy, which involves th at of the cosecant as well as of dla, they have been checked by entirely independent com putation of dS% by the method recently published (1942) . But these computations are taken to from 12 to 15 places, the last being accurate. The computations being made entirely without mechanical aid, the best method was found to be to do succes sive computations of each series with increasing values for n till the target accuracy was attained, as in this way errors could be more readily detected. I t is quite idle to compute more than a very few ' small terms ' by this method, five to ten at most, or to proceed further after the convergence ratio rises above 0-2 to 0*25, owing to the impracticability of estimating accurately the unincluded remainder. The latter must be made relatively negligible. Values of n from 10 to 20 were used for the final computations. The main quantity was computed by the method of 'summate numerators ' each term of the n -1 terms being compute checked at once by remultiplication. To determine from these computations dS^~a to the same accuracy would naturally require the cosecant to be known to the same number of places.
Incidentally this computation method, for of course not for dS^, would now probably be one of the quickest and most powerful ways of computing the cosecant and other trigonometrical ratios ah initio. For the cosecant of an angle D°, a being D /180, the formula is 
